THE END JUSTIFIES THE MEANS
the end justifies the means. Morally wrong actions are sometimes necessary to achieve morally right outcomes; actions
can only be considered morally right or.

Two friends are discussing the use of pesticides in agriculture. Not everyone agrees with this idea. Andrew: I
only eat organic food. People will sometimes say this phrase in a question, Do the ends justify the means? He
must be aware and be done with, the specificity of social space and political context of its action. His behavior
is justified, as he says throughout his book, in that its aim is to defend the state, and seek to perpetuate it.
Giving advice to princes, Machiavelli wants to avoid that the precariousness of their power, in addition to
behavior inconsistent with the political space. It is impossible to say with certainty exactly where this
expression comes from, but it seems like it has been a recurring idea throughout history and philosophy. From
the It cannot be right to say that the end justifies the means. Machiavelli therefore requires a vigorous and
judicious use of both virtue and vice, depending on the circumstances may require. I wish that the government
would help them. Also, the family to whom he dedicated his book, The Prince, arrested him. It reminds me of
the internment camps. More Examples This excerpt is from an article about inhumane practices at a jail. He
was the author of The Prince, which was published in the first half of the s. Examples of The Ends Justify the
Means This example dialogue involves a husband and wife who are discussing the problem of homelessness.
The politician clearly believed that the end justifies the means, since he used all kinds of nefarious means to
get elected. Joseph McCarthy, R-Wis. From the Hansard archive That smacks of the argument that the end
justifies the means, an approach that is unacceptable to the overwhelming majority. This is supported by the
fact that he wrote several other satires. From the. A wise man will never condemn someone for exercising a
way out of the ordinary rules to set a monarchy or a republic based. From the Hansard archive They
believeâ€”and they state it quite openly in their materialist philosophyâ€”that the end justifies the means. Does
the end justifies the means? Any opinions in the examples do not represent the opinion of the Cambridge
Dictionary editors or of Cambridge University Press or its licensors. Pesticides and herbicides are necessary if
we want to feed the billions of people on the planet. If it is to be loved, it must also be above all fear, but for
the sake of the length of the state. Another possible origin is that of Heroides, by the Latin writer Ovid, who
lived from 43 B. Another mark against Machiavelli as the origin is that his work may have been satire. It must
ensure his appearances, since we can not do without, and Machiavelli said that it should be done with the
purpose to be loved by his people. You can use bad or immoral methods as long as you accomplish something
good by using them. We face a potential enemy who, if it pays him, will stop at nothing and for whom the end
justifies the means. This work, however, never directly uses this expression, in English translations or the
original Italian. It is a case, if ever there was one, where the end justifies the means. For example, He's
campaigning with illegal funds on the theory that if he wins the election the end will justify the means , or The
officer tricked her into admitting her guilt-the end sometimes justifies the means. From the The doctrine that
the end justifies the means is one which all democrats would reject. This portrait of the Prince has, analysis,
and if it refers to the doctrine of the relationship between fortuna and virtu, nothing cynical. Reputation,
rumor, are fantastical constructions that can be remotely qualities and defects of the prince, but it is not to turn
away, on the contrary, you have to enjoy it, anyway, the Prince is not the master of public opinion, or the
impression he gives. This is not the violence that restores, but violence should be condemned to ruin. The
political virtues are therefore aligned with the private virtues of friendship and mutual trust. Besides, the ends
justify the means. Tell a friend about us , add a link to this page, or visit the webmaster's page for free fun
content.

